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Subject pronouns 4 

 

Date: _____________________________ 
 

Fill in the blanks with the correct subject pronoun (I, he, she, it, we, they & 

you). The (*) means that you are asked a question. 
 

1. Matthew lost his wallet yesterday. _______ could not find it. 

2. I’m Ken and this is my girlfriend Betsy. _______ lives in Oxford Street. 

3. Claire and I are going for a drink. _______ are thirsty. 

4. Would (*) _______ like to dance with me? -Yes, I’d love to. 

5. Tim brought me roses. _______ were beautiful. 

6. Mary is going to marry Christopher next month. _______ makes her happy. 

7. Have you talked to a lawyer? _______ can tell you your rights. 

8. Correct me if I’m wrong, but _______ think you enjoy playing chess. 

9. You can have cake after _______ finish your dinner. 

10. The match starts at 7:30. I need _______ all to be here at 7. (Football team) 
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